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Preface 

Alma Whitney moved to Las Vegas from Tallulah, Louisiana when she was sixteen 

years of age. She worked at the Desert Inn for thirty-five years and received a promotion 

to supervisor in housekeeping after fourteen years. She and her husband purchased a 

beautiful home on the Westside and reared six children. 

Alma remembers the early Las Vegas Westside peppered with little shacks with dirt 

floors, unpaved streets, and tiny trailer parks. She had expected more liberal attitudes 

concerning race relations in Las Vegas. However, the town's burgeoning gaming industry 

provided opportunities to work and to move up to supervisor. Even though the lines of 

racial separation were clear, Alma Whitney discovered that when she demanded respect 

from the ladies who worked for her and from fellow white supervisors, she received it. 

She carved out a full life by enjoying and supporting the institutions on the Westside: the 

church and schools for her children. Recreation on Jackson Street provided a well-

rounded, fun-filled existence for her family. 

This interview provides information on the African American migration to Las 

Vegas during the 1940s, post-war race relations in Las Vegas, the daily work of hotel 

maids, and the culinary union. All efforts have been made by the interviewer to provide the 

correct spelling of names and accurate dates. 
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This is Claytee White and it is March 3, 1996 and 1 am interviewing 

Alma Whitney from Tallulah Louisiana. We are in her home. 

How are you this morning? 

Fine. How are you? 

Good. Is it true that you have given me permission to use this information 

for educational and research purposes? 

Yes. 

Now, first I want to start talking about Tallulah. Tell me, how old were 

you when you left Tallulah to come here? 

I was sixteen. 

So, you came out here with whom? 

Well, 1 was alone. I came out to stay with my sister and my mother was in Louisiana. 

At sixteen, were you in high school at the time? 

No, I was out of school. 

Had you started working there in Tallulah? Did you have a job? 

No. 

Why did you decide to come to Las Vegas? 

Well, I come here because I could get more money than what they had offered in Tallulah. 

What kind of money were they offering in Tallulah? 

Well, you're speaking about $1.50. 

For? 

If you did private home work and you also did home and 1 picked cotton for $1.50 to 

$2.50 at the most. 

Now, when you say $1.50 for doing home work, is it a day? 

Yes, cleaning a lady's house. She had a little girl that 1 usually keep and I kept her from 

eight to twelve and then I would go home and the next day I would do the same thing and I 

tried working at a bus station which was all white but they did have a section for the 
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blacks, you know, they did have a sign for black and white. So, I worked on the white 

side as a dish washer and I worked there. 

They served food in the bus station? 

Yes. They had a restaurant in the bus station on the white side. 

Could the blacks eat at all? 

Not on that side. They did have a space on the opposite side that you could go in and you 

probably get like hamburger, hot dog or something of that sort, but not a full meal. 

Where would you eat the hamburger or the hot dog? 

Well, you could eat it sitting in the bus station, it was a bus station. You could eat it there, 

but there wasn't any place to where you could go sit down at the table and eat. 

So, that job didn't work out? 

No. 

You decided to come to Las Vegas? 

Yes. 

What kind of transportation did you use to get to Las Vegas? 

I came here in a car with Mr. Willis Minor. 

Tell me who Willis Minor is. 

He was a friend that my father knew. 

Now, did you know anybody at the time who made a business of driving 

back and forth to Tallulah? 

Well, I wouldn't say it was a business, but he did make trips backwards and forwards 

taking people. He would probably stay, he had a home there, but he was, when people 

wanted to come from Tallulah, here, why he would just drive them here and probably stay 

a couple of weeks and he was back in Tallulah. 

How do you spell his last name? Is it Minor, M-I-N, Minor? 

Could be, I don't know exactly how you spell his name. 
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Is that person still alive? 

No. He's deceased. 

It seems like most of the towns from the South have a man like that and I'm 

trying to find one of them I can interview. When you moved to Las Vegas, 

it was which year? Do you remember? 

I moved here in September of 1952. I was living with my sister at 415 Madison. 

The car ride from Tallulah here, did you stop along the way to eat? 

No. I didn't stop to eat. The only thing we stopped for was gas because I had my own 

food. At that time, you couldn't stop, you know, no place, you know, and buy food, not 

blacks because it wasn't even in a place that you could stop and sleep. If you wanted to 

drive on, you know, pull off the side of the road, you could nap between that time. Other 

than that, there wasn't any place you could stop and get food or sleep. Martin Luther King 

broke the ice for us to be able to sit in restaurants on the same side with whites, also, use 

the same bathrooms and so forth. 

How many people were in the car with you coming out here? 

It was four of us. It was two men and myself and the driver. Well, 1 was the only 

woman. 

So, did all of, everybody help drive? 

No, just Mr. Willis Minor. That was his car and he did all the driving. 

So, did you stop and sleep along the way? 

No, he just stopped and gassed up and he would just, I mean, start right back on his 

journey. 

How long was the trip, how many days? 

Well, it was like from two to three days to get here because at that time there wasn't a 

freeway. It was just like a two lane highway. 

Do you remember which highway you took? 
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No, I don't. 

But, he drove without stopping all those days? Weren't you guys afraid he 

was going to fall asleep? 

Well, he did fall asleep after I got here. He came, he brought me to my sisters house, I got 

out and his wife called my sister and told her that he had put me out at her house and the 

other two guys that was in the car with him, he carrying them home and then came back to 

where he and his wife was living at and drove up in the yard and that's all he remembered. 

He just blacked out from there. So, I really was thankful this didn't happen while he was 

driving us. But, he was used to doing this, he and a guy named Matt Payne. They would 

do, you know, drive from Tallulah, some would just make a special trip, just driving from 

Tallulah, bringing people out here. 

Do you remember how much he charged you to bring you here? 

$40.00, that's all. 

Now, tell me, did a lot of people take the bus from Tallulah to Las Vegas? 

Well, I don't know, you know, because a lot of people, I mean, we would come out here 

mostly like in cars. It wasn't too much of, you know, riding the bus. The first trip I had 

out here, it was in 1946. My mother was coming out to see my dad. He was, at that time, 

he was working in Colton, California, but I was living here, we were living here with my 

oldest sister. My oldest sister moved out here in 1945, so we stayed with here and then we 

just had a little short trip to Colton, California to stay with my dad and then we went back 

to Tallulah and I stayed. But, when I moved out here, it was in 1952. 

So, in 1946, when you came, this was just for a visit? 

Yes. My mother was just coming out to see my father at that time. 

May I ask you about their relationship? 

My mother and father? 

Yes. 
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Well, so far, they had a good relationship. 

He was: just working in Colton, California? 

Yes. He had been working here in Las Vegas, but he left here and went to Colton, 

California and we stayed there for about three weeks, then we came back to Las Vegas and 

from here we went back to Tallulah. 

So, your father, then, was the one who was like a trailblazer. He was the 

first one in the family to leave. Now, how long did he ever live in Las 

Vegas? 

Well, my dad just really lived here, I guess, for the past fifteen or twenty years because he 

did a lot of traveling. My daddy would, he worked here in Las Vegas, he worked in Los 

Angeles, he worked in Pasco, Washington, he worked in Alaska, he worked in 

Anchorage, Alaska. 

What did he do in Alaska? 

He was a cement finisher. That was the type of work that he did, wherever that type of 

work was going on, that's what he did. 

Did your mom ever live places other than Tallulah? 

She lived, she moved here. 

Did she move here when your dad was here? 

No, she was back in Tallulah. My mother would just come out here and stay a couple of 

months and then would go back. When she would really settled down to come out here, it 

was in like 1953, the year after I came out. 

Where was you father in 1953? 

He was here. He came here for a while and then he would leave. He just didn't stay in 

one place all the time, so, after he had did all this traveling around, different places, then he 

decided he wanted to come back here to live. 

So, they made Las Vegas their home permanently? 
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Yes, we bought a home at 409 Adams and that's where my mother and father lived until he 

deceased and my mother. 

Thank you for that. That's good information to have. Now, in 1952, 

when you first came, you stayed with a sister? 

Yes, my oldest sister Kerry Bell. 

Now, what was, did she live on the Westside? 

Yes, she lived at 415 Madison, right up here. 

What did the Westside look like in 1952? 

Well, when I came in 1952, they had these little shacks, they say. So, it looked like little 

one room shacks, some had dirt floors you might say and it was kind of dusty and we lived 

in a little two room shack on C Street. 

Now, are any of those shacks still here today? 

No, a lot of those, they've torn them down because, at that time, people were living in 

trailers. They had these little one room shacks. Mr. Bates had a grocery store up on 

Madison. 

What was his last name? 

Bates. So, he had a little grocery store and it was a little ways down from there was 

Johnson's grocery store and the most thing that we could do, it was really on the Westside, 

it wasn't that we could go downtown to do anything. No more of this going downtown to 

do shopping, but as far as going into the clubs that ice wasn't broken until Martin Luther 

King did what he had to do. But, it was o.k. I finally kind of, you know, settled myself 

down to live here. 

Were race relations different between Las Vegas and Tallulah? 

In a way, yes. Because, you see, you knew where you stood in Tallulah. You knew 

where you had to go. You knew what the white people wanted you to do, so, you did that. 

You had to govern yourself accordingly and that's what we did. We didn't try to go down, 

you know, to do things. At least it wasn't, really wasn't any place for you to go per say, 
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to go downtown, now more than just going down to do your shopping like buying your 

grocery or whatever and that's mostly what I would do when I would go downtown. And, 

the movies we had, we had a couple of movies that we could have gone to. Bailey Theater 

and Roxy Theater, those were the two movies we could have gone to, but, all of that is not 

there anymore. Seem like to me now, it's just a ghost town. 

O.k., now, that was in Tallulah? What kind of recreation did you have in 

Tallulah as a sixteen year old? What did you do for fun? 

Well, we had a place they call the Flamingo Hotel. 

In Tallulah? 

Yes, it was a club. It wasn't like for rooms or nothing like that. There was a guy called 

M.C. Carr, he has passed away and I understand that he was the one that named the club. 

I guess because he had been out here and he came back home, so he gave the name 

Flamingo. Then we also had another club they call The Green Land of Paradise, so those 

were the two clubs that we could have gone to and just the movies. We have socials like at 

school or something of that sort. 

What about church? 

Yes, well, I was in the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in Tallulah and that was 

about it. 

Now, tell me, when you first got here, what did you expect. Now, you 

had been here before on vacation, when it comes to race relations, what did 

you expect? 

I really didn't think Las Vegas was as prejudice as it was when I first came here because I 

was looking for more here than I did in Tallulah, but, I mean, the people, the white people, 

they was kind to you because you knew where you stood with them in the first place. So, 

it was a thing when I got here, you know, you had to be careful where you would go 

because the only place that we had then for any kind of recreation was at the Brown Derby, 

the Cotton Club, the El Rio, the El Morocco, all of those clubs, you know, we'd go. 
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Did you go to them? 

Yes, well, at that time, I wasn't old enough because you had to be twenty-one, but I would 

sneak in there. Sometime I would get thrown out, but I would go back until after I was 

twenty-one, then I could, I had the privilege that I could to in the clubs without being 

bothered. But, it wasn't a thing that they threw, you know, threw me out pretty often 

because I guess I carried myself ladylike that they didn't bother me, so, I had fun. 

Did any of those clubs have gambling? 

Yes, they had like slot machines and they had gambling tables. It wasn't too much 

gambling, not over here on the Westside. 

But, so you're saying that somebody must have had a gambling license? 

I guess so because they did. They could gamble because I, you know, back home you had 

to go through the little section where they'd played cards or whatever kind of game that 

they was playing, you know, you just passed it. It wasn't that much of a building, but it 

was somewhere for to enjoy ourselves to go. That's all we could do. We couldn't go 

downtown, not to go any gambling. No. At that time, you couldn't even go, I've heard of 

black entertainers to, they could perform at the shows on the strip but they couldn't live 

there. They lived over here on the Westside and I don't know the lady's name where they 

lived at, but I do know what the area they lived, the same area where my daddy lived at, 

Adams Street, but I don't know the address. But, this was a black lady that they say that 

whenever any of the black entertainers would come to do any kind of performance at some 

of the hotels, they could perform but they had to stay over here on the Westside. 

Do you know any way that I can find out that woman's name? Anybody 

that would know it? 

1 don't know. 

Do you remember ever going to any shows back at this time? Were any 

black people ever going to any shows? 
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Not that I know of. 

Now, you're sixteen years old, how long were you here before you actually 

start working? 

Well, I started working at sixteen because, see, I left Tallulah to come here, at that time, my 

oldest, I had a little girl and I came here to work so I could help support her. 

Now, did you bring your daughter with you in the car? 

No. My mother kept her and she brought her out. 

Those three men in the car with you, did they give you any problems on the 

way out here? 

No. At that, you know, the man that was driving the car, he knew my father. So, I mean, 

as far as, you might say, the men, they just didn't, they didn't bother the girls at our age. 

You know, you had to respect them, so they respect you to a point. 

Now, tell me which hotel, where did you, what was your first job? 

My first job here, I was working at a place they called the Desert Moon Motel. I was doing 

maid work there. 

Where was that located? 

Las Vegas Boulevard, it was right off Las Vegas Boulevard and Bonanza. At that time, 

they called it the place that they used to have a beauty parade here. This place that they had 

was, I think it was called The Trader Bill or something where they kept, they call it a 

twenty-mule-team. They had that when, you know, parade and the beauty contest and they 

used to have dances at this little, well, it was actually something like a barn, they call it. 

But, that's where we had our dances on the Westside. They was good times. 

You said it was the Desert Moon? 

Desert Moon Motel is where I worked, first hotel that I worked at, motel, and then when I 

left there, I started working at the Desert Inn. 

How long were you at the Desert Moon before you went to the Desert Inn? 
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I was there, I guess, about six months. 

So, then yon went to the Desert Inn? Tell me about that. 

The Desert Inn? I worked at the Desert Inn, I started to work there September 9, 1952 and 

I worked from September until December and then I went back to Tallulah. I came back 

and I would just work about ten months and then I would always go home. During 

Christmas, I would always go home. So, when my mother decided she would move out 

here, then I didn't have to go back. That was in, I think it was in 1953. So, I worked at 

the Desert Inn from 1952 to 1954 and I had my second child. I came back in 1955 and I 

worked from 1955 to 1959 with my third child and I worked from 1959 to 1962 with my 

fourth child. 

All at the Desert Inn? 

All at the Desert Inn and from 1962 to 1973,1 had the fifth child and I worked there until, I 

worked at the Desert Inn from 1952 up until 1991,1 stayed there. 

Do you know how many years in all you worked...? 

Thirty-five years all together I worked at the Desert Inn. Now, I also worked at the Sahara 

Hotel. 

When? 

I worked there, well, it was between the times when I came back in 1955, because I didn't 

go right back to work at the Desert Inn then. I worked at the Sahara for about six months. 

Then, when they got an opening, I went back to the Desert Inn. 

Why did you seem to like the Desert Inn? 

Well, I knew the people, I knew, you know, the job. So, I worked there until 1 made 

supervisor in 1966. I worked the Desert Inn from 1952 up until 1966 and then I made 

supervisor from 1966 up until 1991. I believe it was 1991. 

Tell me what you did, first you were a maid. How many rooms were you 

cleaning a day at that time? 
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At the time I went there I was doing like thirteen rooms a day. 

Is that a lot? 

No, not really because of the size of the hotel, the rooms then, it wasn't. It all depends 

what area you worked in. Some of the places was where they had larger rooms, you only 

did ten, but where there was smaller rooms you did like thirteen. 

Now, as a supervisor, tell me how your job changed. What did you do as a 

supervisor. 

Well, as a supervisor, you still, you know, as far as the rooms concerned, you are there to 

check to see what kind of work that the maids do. Make sure that they make the beds right 

and clean the bath like they are supposed to and, you know, just little things like that. 

But, you're not actually doing any cleaning anymore? 

No, no. I just supervised what they did and make sure they do what they're supposed to 

do right. There had been times when they were running short of help, the supervisor did 

have to do on the floor to do maid work, but you still had to do what you had to do too, as 

a supervisor. So, that's the way that was. 

Now, tell me, how many women did you supervise? 

I had ten to supervise and some days, it all depends on what area you working in, 

sometimes you don't have more than about five or six, but it all depends on just what area 

you were in. 

Tell me some of the regular kinds of problems that maids run in to? When 

you where a maid and as a supervisor, tell me some of the problems that 

the women encountered. 

Well, I can tell you a little incident I had when I was doing maid work. I was working at 

night at the time and, you know, people, they think because you're black that's all you 

want to do is steal. So, this particular time, now, I was working in an area and the lady 

had missed some money. So, she didn't come to me and ask me, she just say the maid had 

taken some money of hers. When security came to me and asked me, I told him that I 
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hadn't turned the room down. The lady wouldn't let me in the room. So, I didn't turn the 

room down that particular night. So, the next day, I did turn her room down and she said 

that I had taken her money, but the thing was, her husband took the money and she wasn't 

women enough to find out from him, she just assumed that I took it. So then, when they 

came and asked me, I told the lady that I didn't, she described where it was, it was in her 

drawer. I said the only thing that I'm allowed to do in your room is give you fresh towels 

and turn your bed down, that's all I'm supposed to do. I said as far as rambling through 

your room, I don't. I said I works for a living, I don't steal. So, she said she knew I had 

it, so, after she made the statement that I had it, the room was right next to the locker and I 

could here, I heard what she said, so, then I went and told the housekeeper that I refused to 

turn her room down because she accused me of stealing and they told me that I would have 

to turn her room down. I said, oh, no. I will not turn her room down. The only way that 

I would turn her room down, she would have to be in the room, otherwise, I wouldn't 

touch it. So, she was determined that I had been in there and, you know, and I had took 

something from her. So, when she came and told me that I was the one that had taken, 

when her husband came after, when he came, he saw the security guards there and he 

wanted to know was there a problem. So then, she says that the maid had took some 

money, then the guy, he did some awful cursing and told her that she was lying, that I 

hadn't taken the money, he took the money and why didn't she question him before she 

accused me of taking her money. After he blowed his stack, they moved, they left. He 

said he refused to stay there because he didn't like the idea what his wife had said. But, 

then she came to the locker and she apologized to me, plus, she wanted to give me a tip and 

I told her no thanks. She could keep it because she had accused me of taking money, I said 

I don't feel right taking your money now. I didn't take what you say I took, so I don't 

want it. And she asked me, she just begging, asking me if I would please take it, I told her 

I was sorry but I worked for a living and I didn't want her tip. 
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What kind of tips did you earn at that time? 

Well, it all depends on, you had some people that would give you like a dollar each day. If 

they stayed five days, you could expect five dollars. Some of them, if they stayed ten days 

or whatever, you could get a dollar per day and some of them would give you more than 

that. Now, I did have some movie stars that would stay on my station. The Maguire 

Sisters, they would always stay on my station and usually when they would leave, I would 

get like $50. to $75. for the length of time that they were there. They wouldn't tip like 

every day, she would tip like once a week and from $25. to $50. that she would give you, 

you know, for a tip. 

Now, did you have to share those tips with anybody? 

No, I didn't have to share nothing because, I mean, she was in one of my rooms that I had 

to do. So, you don't have to share your tip with the person if it's on your station. They 

would give you, you know, whatever they wanted you to have and I also, I had one of the 

bosses, Sam Tucker's wife stayed on my station. They was one of the owners of the 

hotel, so, every time she would come, she would always be on the station that I had and 

she seemed to like my work real good. She did tell me she wished I could go back to 

Atlanta, Georgia with her because her maid was getting ready to retire and they would need 

somebody. I told her 1 was very sorry but I had a husband and I also had children that I 

couldn't leave, not just to go and, you know, to work for her. But, she said she really 

liked my work and she would like me to go home with her but I couldn't. Then, I had a 

guest that was like that. Her name was Jane and anytime she came to Desert Inn, she 

would always get a room on my station. She couldn't hear and she couldn't see too good, 

but she just fell in love with me and I remember one time she came and she had been there 

about three weeks and she always wore the contact lens and what happened, some trash or 

something had gotten in her eyes and kind of irritated her eyes and she was like blind for a 

couple of days. So, she wanted me to stay at the hotel with her to take care of her until 

they would take the patches off her eyes, but I told her I couldn't because, see, I had my, I 
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had to come home. I had a husband and children that I had to come home. She was very 

nice of tipping. Now, she would tip me like $20. every week and she would stay there for 

about four to six weeks. So, she was a very good person, I enjoyed her. 

Wonderful. When you were talking about things that happened to some of 

the maids in the hotel, you told me earlier about the men in the car and how 

men at that time didn't bother young girls. Tell me about working in the 

hotel where sometimes you have men who are housemen and sometimes you 

had men in the supervisor position as well? 

Well, we had like is maids and porters. You have a supervisor over them. So, I had, at 

the time, I had two. With the ten girls, I had two but I guess I carried myself in a way that 

they never did, I didn't have nobody get out of line with me because I said what I had to 

say and I was through with that. And, I had a husband and I wasn't looking for anybody 

else. 

O.k., did you ever hear complaints from women about men whistling or 

saying off-handed things or just those kinds of things that we call 

harassment today? 

Well, I mean, you have people that's going to try you to see how you're working and some 

of the girls that I had, we had worked along together as maids, but I was promoted from a 

maid to supervisor and then when I would work over some of the ladies, they didn't like it. 

You know, they wanted to give me the run around and I would just tell them that they are 

there to have a job just as well as I do. They are there to do their job and I am there to 

supervise to see that they do their job right. If they didn't like me being their supervisor, 

then we could go see the boss, it was just that simple. But, I wasn't going to take nothing 

off them, they was either going to have to abide by my rules or we just didn't work 

together. So, I got along with everybody. When they found out who I was, they always 

would say, I was so mean and they couldn't get along with me and they didn't want to 

work with me, but when they worked a couple of days and found out this is how I was, 
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then, it was kind of hard for them to leave. Every time they got ready to go someplace, 

they would always say, can I go on Miss Alma's station because I had some that they 

would just really fell in love with me. They would start calling me Miss Alma. They 

enjoyed working with me and I enjoyed working with them but I did, I had to get some of 

them straight, call them, call my attention to them and let them know, hey, I am the 

supervisor, this is what you have to do. So, now if you don't think you can do it, then 

we'll have to go see the big boss and they didn't want to do that. 

Did you ever remember hearing of Tallulah being referred to as the hanging 

capital of the South? 

N o . 

Now that you are here, let's say that you've just gotten here and you just 

worked a few months at the Desert Moon, how do you feel about the move, 

leaving Tallulah and coming to Las Vegas? 

Well I...[end of tape] 

Today is May 28th [1996] and I'm with Alma Whitney in her home. We're 

recording a conversation. Alma is it true that you've given me permission 

to use this information for educational and research purposes? 

Yes. 

O.K., thank you. We're going to just start sort of where we left off the 

other time. You had already told me just a little about your work which 

we're going to get into, but you also, I had asked you the question, you're 

now here in Las Vegas and you've gotten your first job. How do you feel 

about the move? 

I feel much better than what I did before I came here. I'm making more, I made more than 

what I did when I was in Louisiana. 
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What about entertainment and recreation and church and all of that? Was 

that any different here? 

Yes. The church was different than what I came from because the church that I was in, 

was, it was the A.M.E. Zion which is the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in 

Tallulah, Louisiana and this is the Zion United Methodist Church that I go to here in Las 

Vegas. 

Was it a great difference, though, in how they conducted service and the 

basic beliefs? 

Well, the beliefs are the same, but the worship service itself was based a little bit different 

than what I originally came from. 

So, you like Las Vegas. Now, I want to talk about your job again. You 

were telling me, now, which was the hotel that you worked in the longest? 

Desert Inn Hotel. 

O.K., the Desert Inn. You became a supervisor at the Desert Inn. Did you 

ever go on strike when you worked there? 

Yes, we did. We went on strike.' 

Do you remember which year? 

No, I don't know exactly what year, but I was off about nine, almost, about nine months, 

the last strike that we was off. 

Nine months? 

Yes. 

So, tell me about that. What was the reason for this strike? 

'The Culinary Workers Union, Local 226 participated in a total of four strikes in Las 
Vegas; a three-day strike in 1967, a twenty-four hour strike in 1971, a fifteen day strike in 
1976, a seventy-five day strike in 1984. 
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Well, basically, it was, we had asked for a raise and they was supposed to be giving us a 

raise. Was it nine months? Yes, it was about nine months, I think, before I went back to 

work. 

Now, was this just the Desert Inn that was out that long? 

No, it was other hotels. I think it was the Desert Inn, the Sahara and, well, at that time it 

was the Last Frontier and I believe the Sands, I believe the Sands and the Flamingo. It was 

quite a few hotels without, but I didn't go back to working within nine months, which we 

didn't stay out. We was out on strike about three weeks. 

O.K. 

But, I didn't go back to work about nine months. They just didn't call us back. So, then, 

when we went to the union [Culinary Workers Union, Local 226], they had to put us, they 

had to put some of us back to work. 

O.K., so, let me get this straight. The strike really only lasted three 

weeks. 

Yes. 

But, the hotel didn't call everybody back? 

No, they didn't call everybody back. Some was laid off and some was, I mean, they did 

call some of us back, but they hadn't called me back. 

So, now, what did the union do about its members not being called back? 

Well, really and truly, the union didn't do anything. When we found out that they were, 

you know, calling back, then we had to go back to the union to find out why they did not 

call us back and they said that they just didn't have the work. See, and then some of us, 

when they did put us back to work, some of us, they did put us back, some as supervisors 

and some as maids, but I didn't go back as a maid. I told them if I couldn't get the same 

position, then I would no longer work. 

Now, tell me, would they have hired you back immediately after the three 

weeks as a maid? 
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When they found out some of us had been off that long, they did call us back. They, well, 

the response that we had, we got was that they hadn't, they didn't know we were laid off 

that long. But, nobody notified us, so, when we finally, some of us found out about it, 

then we took it upon our own self, is to go back and see why and when we start 

questioning, they wanted to know if we wanted to come back, you know, to do maid 

work. I didn't want to go back to do that. 

So, at the end of the nine months what happened? 

Well, we went back. 

You actually went back then as as a supervisor? 

Yes. 

Now, all of that nine month period, were you without pay? 

I draw my social security, yeah, I drawed it up until, I think it was 26 weeks, I think we 

had to draw. 

O.K., now, this is the same as unemployment? 

Yes. 

So, you drew that and when that ran out? 

I went back to work. 

O.K., so, It was about nine months and that had run out? 

Yes, and they told me that I would have to go back to work before I could, you know, 

have any more. So, I went on back to work. 

But, you made sure that you could go back as a supervisor before you went 

back? 

Yes. 

O.K., good. Now I want to ask you just a little about your family life. 

You already told me about you mother and father. Tell me about, how 

many children do you have? 
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Five. 

O.K., now, you told me about when the children were born and all of that 

before and, I think, you already gave me all of the names of them.. When 

were you married? Here or in Tallulah? 

I was married here. I married August 5th of 1956 at 409 Adams [her address]. 

O.K., so, in 1956, was your husband from Tallulah? 

Yes. 

Oh, really. Now, did you meet him, did you already know him? 

Yes. We grew up as, you know, as kids together. 

Oh, that's great. So, how long were you married? 

32 years. 

O.K., now, what kind of work did your husband do because I'm 

interested, also, in what some of the men from the small southern towns 

did? 

Well, he was a supply inspector at Nellis Air Force Base. 

O.K., now, can you give me, when did he come out here? 

He came out here in '52 and he stayed awhile, but he was called into service. So, he went 

in service in '54 and he stayed in there two years and he came out. 

So, you met him, or you married him, when he came out of service? 

Yes. 

O.K., now, did he go to Nellis Air Force Base right after service when he 

came back? 

No. No, he didn't really start to work right then, but he worked there for about 27 ,1 

guess, about 25, 27 years that he worked. 

O.K., and he retired from Nellis. 

Yes, he retired. 
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So, he never worked in the casino industry at all? 

No. He worked at the Desert Inn as a porter when he came out of service for a while and 

then he left and went home and he came back and we got married when he came back. 

But, he had been out here because he was living with his brother at the time. Well, he had 

a brother and a sister here, so, the two of them he was, you know, he stayed with his sister 

and then he would visit his brother that lived next door here to me. 

Oh, O.K., still lives next door now? 

No. No, he doesn't live next door now. He's on a Riv.., on a Riviera, no, Gildare, that's 

the street he live on. 

Now, what was your husbands name? 

Andrew Kenneth Whitney. 

O.K., now, is he still alive? 

No. He deceased on the 18th of May of 1989. 

The reason I ask that, I know it's a very personal question, but, I'm 

interviewing more women than I am men, but I'm finding that out of about 

seven interviews I've done already, the men are just not available. They're 

all gone, they're all dead and all the women are still here and they're active 

and that's why I wanted to know about him. Now, I also want to know 

about, since you had children here, that grew up here in Las Vegas, I want 

to know about the school system. You went to school yourself in Tallulah. 

Can you tell me what you thought the differences were? If you thought the 

schools were better there or better here? 

Well, I think most of the schools in the South is much, they're much different. They are 

much stricter with children than they are here because when my kids was going to school, 

they give them the opportunity of, you know, picking their own classes and stuff like that. 

But, when I was going to school, we didn't have that option. You had to take the classes 

that they felt that you was qualified for. 
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So, do you feel that your children were as prepared for life or for college 

as they could have been? 

Yes. Well, I had one that went to college. Marilyn went to college, I guess, about a year. 

My baby girl, Cheryl, went to cosmetolgy for about four weeks and then my son Anthony, 

he went to, they call it a refrigeration class. He went there for about six months. 

Right, like a trade school? 

Yes, and, well, the oldest one, she didn't want to go to college, so, she worked a few 

years, about a year, at the hotel with me and then she left from there and went to First 

Interstate Bank and she worked there until, I think she worked there for about fifteen years. 

Then she went to L.A. between this time. She went to L.A. and stayed over there for 

about a year or so or two and then she got ill and I had to go, she had to come back home. 

So, then, she started back, well, she was working in a bank in L.A. and then she came 

from there here to the First Interstate, yes. She was there for about fifteen years. 

Now, did you encourage your children to go to college? 

No, I didn't. I asked them if they wanted to go and I was willing to help them go, but I 

never forced any of my children. That was the option that they had to make on their own, 

but I never forced any of them. 

O.K., good. What kind of recreation did Las Vegas provide for your 

children when they were growing up? 

Well, the, they could go to like basketball or baseball or something like that if they wanted 

to. 

Was that in the local parks or was that connected with the schools. 

Well, they could go to regular parks. I used to take them to the park and then at the end of 

the year when they get out of school, I would always go to L.A., my sister, and we would 

take them to Disneyland and Magic Mountain and then when they got older, you know, I 

would let them, they would go on trips like with the church or whatever that was going to 
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Magic Mountain and functions like that, they would go because I carried them when they 

didn't go on the bus. I would take them. 

So, your church provided that kind of recreation, trips like that? 

The church, sometimes they would go with the church and then, you know, not my, not 

just my church per se was different than other churches. 

With the other churches. That's fine. 

But, they would go if they wanted to go. 

What other kinds of recreation was provided by the various churches? 

Well, my kids was in the choir. Well, I had two that sang in the choir. The oldest one, she 

didn't, which they all had to go to Sunday School and church until they got of age where 

they were, you know, on their own. So, I did my share as a mother when they was kids 

and in my care, but after they got, you know, out on their own, why, they did their own 

thing. So, now, thank God, my oldest kid, she just lately got in church and I'm really 

thankful for that. And, Marilyn, well, she's in church. Cheryl, she goes, but she doesn't 

belong to church. ...I have three that don't belong to churcn. It's Cheryl, Anthony and 

Vernell, but they did, they had to go. It was a thing that, we didn't go to Sunday School 

with the children, but we did carry them, make sure that they went. 

Yes, I grew up the same way. 

Yeah, but now, I mean, I go to Sunday School now, myself. I mean, I enjoy it and I just, 

well, at the time, I just didn't go, I didn't go to Sunday School along with them. I would 

make sure that they would go and that was the thing. My husband, at the time, when my 

husband and I married, we, he wasn't in church, I was. And, but he would insist on the 

children going. So, when did he join church? I think he joined church in, I think it was 

'83, something like that and he was, it was amazing to me. 

[Laugh] That he joined? 

Yes, I had been, my prayer was when I would go, we had prayer meeting like on 

Wednesday night and my prayer was, Lord, save my husband and, you know, it wasn't a 
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thing that he didn't want me to go, but he didn't. He just didn't want to go and I would 

always tell him that his dad was a minister and all of his sisters and brothers and things was 

in church and he was the only sinner, but he wasn't ready, you know. 

That's right, so he did it when he was ready. 

He did it when he was ready, but I did the praying for him, saying, you know, I really 

wanted him to be saved and I really do believe that he is saved and he's with the Lord. 

How long was he in church before he died? 

I think about eight or nine years in our church. 

O.K. 

But, he was a devoted member. I'll say that because he got, he was in the choir, he sang in 

the choir and then we had a men's choir. He was in that and he was the president of their 

choir. He was also the president of one of the stewards board, clubs that we had. He was 

also on the financial committee in church. 

Wow, you just couldn't stop him once he got started. 

No, I mean, well, he really didn't know what he was missing. I used to tell him and he 

would just tell me when he gets ready, he would go. So, after he got in there he really did 

his thing because, I mean, it was nothing that I had to say or do to keep him out of church, 

but he just didn't know it was, he didn't know that he could do the same thing in church 

that he was doing out on the street which he finally found out and it was beautiful. 

That is wonderful. 

Yes, I really loved that. 

That's a beautiful story. Now, tell me more about the Desert Inn. You 

told me a few minutes ago about the strike and we sort of got off of that. 

Was Al Bramlet a part of the union during the time of that strike that you 

just told me about? 
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No, I don't think A1 was because we was out usually a little longer. I think we had had a 

strike a time earlier and we wasn't out no more than about five or six days because, I mean, 

he was on the ball. I'll have to give it to him. He really was a good person. 

How do you think the black community felt about the union? You know, 

when you would talk about it in a group or at church or, you know, the 

union would come up? 

Well, the union was O.K. in some things, you know, because when I first joined the 

union, I joined the union in '52, and it wasn't quite a powerful as it was when I was in 

there in '62 when I had Cheryl. That's when they really would, you know, you could 

leave for like maternity leave and you still had your same position, but before, now, like 

when Anthony and Marilyn was born, I was terminated in '54, '53, the last of '53 when 

Anthony was born and I stayed in Louisiana for a year and about a month. But, when I 

come back, I was still in the union and I just kept my dues up, so, what they would do, 

they would fire you and rehire you. So, that's what they did. I was terminated with 

Anthony and also with Marilyn in '59, but, in '62 they couldn't. They had to give me the 

leave of absence for pregnancy. So, then, you could be off, let's say you was off, you 

could be off six months, you know, and without, before you came back, but I went back. 

Cheryl was four weeks old when I went back to work and then I worked, I worked until I 

got pregnant with Vernell in '74. So, that's about twelve years and two months apart in 

their ages. So, 1 went back to work after that and I worked up until about the middle of, I 

think I work about three months in '90 and then I retired. 

Now, was it a retirement or did you go out on disability or? 

No, I retired. Well, they say you can retire, semi-retire at 55. So, I was 55 in December 

of '89. 

You know, you look, you're still so young and so active. Don't you miss 

working? 
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No. 

O.K. [both laughing] 

No, I don't. I mean, I enjoy being at home, you know, I've heard some people say, well, 

they did make the remark, what are you going to do when you get off, you going to retire? 

I said, well, I can always go home when I can't go any place else. And, see, my husband 

had planned to retire at that time and he got sick and he had planned to retire and then he 

was going to work a little part time job until he got enough points for, he'd draw his social 

security. So, after he told me that he was going to retire, I said, oh, I'll retire, too. Then, 

when they told me about, you know, you could get some of your pension at '55, that's, 

so, I just went on out. Settled for my, well, they told me I could work for six years and 

I'd be able to get a lump sum, so, I told them, well, I'm not going to wait for the lump 

sum. I'm not sure that I'll be here when I'm 62, so, that that they had, you know, for me, 

I would like to be drawing it now. At that time, I think I was drawing like $153.43, so, 

now, I gets $253.51 and I gets my husband's retirement. 

Oh, I see. O.K. 

Well, there was some, you know, there was some people, some of the guys that retire, 

they drew all of their retire, you know, they got the lump sum of their retirement. 

Right. 

Because that's the way my brother -in-law did before he passed. But, my husband did it 

different. He had it like for a widow's salary. 

So, are you glad that he did it this way now. 

Yes. Because if he hadn't of, then I would have had to, you know, continue to work, but 

since he made, you know, provided that and I just give it up. 

/ also wanted to ask you, now, you're in the Desert Inn, in this very 

glamorous place and there are all these people and all this money, how did 

you relate to that part of the hotel/casino industry? 
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Weil, I really wasn't a thing that I worked in the casino. I worked in housekeeping. 

Right. 

So, therefore, I didn't have no dealings with the casino what so ever. No more than just, 

you know, passing through there going to like for lunch and back to my station. See, I 

was on the floor. I was supervising the rooms that the maids took care of, but as far as the 

casino, I didn't have no parts of that. 

O.K., but, just seeing the glamour, just seeing the people with the 

beautiful dresses because, at that time, people used to dress when they 

would come to Las Vegas. You were in the church, I'm aware of that, how 

did that kind of industry affect you in any way? 

It didn't. 

It didn't at all? 

No. 

Another question. How did the church, your church or any other churches 

that you know of, how did they talk about the casino industry? I know that 

they know that their members had to work there, but did they ever talk 

about the casino from the pulpit? 

No, I've never heard it. If they did, I didn't. I did, you know, they always talking about 

this was a gambling town, a gambling city, you know, and I did have, you know, [hotel] 

guests would tell me that come from different cities, they want to know how could I live 

here and not gamble? So, I told them, I said, well, I live here, so, I can't afford to gamble 

and I wasn't a gambling type person. So, I mean, you know, if people come in, like I 

have friends, or something, come in and we go out to the club, I might play the slot 

machine or something like that, but not that much because I just couldn't afford to see 

myself, you know, standing there losing my money which I have known people, they 

would leave casinos crying. But you see, I, where at the time we was getting paid like the 

5th and the 20th, so now, I knew my money had to last me from the 5th to the 20th. So, 
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that's the way I did. I just couldn't afford to stand there and just, because I had children at 

that time. So, I had to feed them. 

Now, tell me about the kind of money that you earned when you first 

started at the Desert Inn. 

Well, when I first started at the Desert Inn, we was, at least I was, they had ones that had 

been there a little longer than I had, I was making like $6.41. 

An hour? 

Yes. 

O.K., now, when you became a supervisor, what, in 1966 I believe? 

Yes. 

How much were you earning then? Do you remember? 

Well, at that time, we would get a raise, I think, like every six months, so, I think, when I 

start off in supervising, it was like $54.00. 

$54.00 a..? 

Day. 

A day, O.K. Now, tell me about tips. Did you get good tips as a maid at 

the Desert Inn? 

Well, when I was doing maid work, I did. You know, you had people in that would come 

in, if they stayed five days, they would give you five dollars. Some of them would give 

you like a dollar per day and then there was some people, I had some of the guests that 

when I was on the floor as a maid, doing maid work, I actually had some people that was 

coming out, that would come out, leave out of their town and come here and they were on 

my station, so, 1 would make, sometime, like $50.00 to $100.00, you know, if they were 

there for about six weeks. I had one lady that would stay on my station about six weeks 

and she would tip like, you know, every week. On Fridays, she would tip me before I had 

my days off. So, she would give me between $25.00 and $50.00. And then, was another 

lady that, she came here, moved here, and she stayed at the hotel for a while until she got 
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an apartment and then when she got in her apartment, 1 worked for her like one day and the 

one day that I worked for her, she would pay me like $50.00. She just liked my work. 

She was a guest that came here and she liked the way I did her room, so, when she moved 

here, then I worked for her for a while. I had two like that. 

O.K., so, you had two jobs at one time. 

Yes, but it's just one day, was a day, well at that time, I was working like six days a 

weeks. So then, when the union got strong enough where they would cut them, instead of 

working six days, they cut it to five days a week. So, we'd have two days, I would have 

two days off and it took me a while to get Sundays. Now, I had days through the week, 

but it was almost a no-no for Sundays because those were like the busy days on Saturdays 

and Sundays. So, you had to have a day through the week. 

So, at one time, you actually worked a six day week? 

Yes. 

That was standard? 

Yes. When I first came here in '56, that was a standard thing. Really, I think, when they 

started this, far as working like five days a week, I believe, it was in '62. All of the hotels, 

at that time. You only had one day. 

So, did they pay you..? 

No, you got paid for the six days you worked. The day that you was off, you didn't get 

paid for that. 

But, did you get paid time and a half for that sixth day? 

No. Not then. When the union, when they put it in effect with the union of you having to 

work five days, if you worked your sixth day, they would pay you time and a half. But, 

until they got that, you know, you worked six days and you just got paid for each day. 

You got straight time, but that sixth day, but once, you know, when they changed it, that 

we had to work five day work period, if you worked a sixth day, they had to pay you time 

and a half. 
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Thank you for that because I didn't know that. When you became a 

supervisor because of those good tips did you find yourself making less 

money now? 

No. 

So, the increase in salary made up for the tips? 

Yes, because, I mean, you know, before I left, before I left the hotel, they, you know, a lot 

of people that would come here now, they don't tip like they did at that time. The people, I 

guess, I don't know if they was excited because of, they was coming to Desert Inn or to 

various hotels, that they didn't mind tipping you. People seem like they seem better, at the 

time, than they are now. Well, I guess, it's because some of the hotels has gone into like, 

they call a cooperation, but when it was by a private owners, you know, you made more 

tips, plus we had people themselves were coming in and they would kind of appreciate, 

you know. 

So, you found a difference in the atmosphere from those private owners or 

some people say, maybe it was the mob, between that and the corporations? 

Yep, much. It's the whole idea. 

Could you tell me some of the other differences that you saw as well? 

Well, for one thing, before they changed it, when the private owners owned it, at the time, 

we wasn't, you couldn't bring, you couldn't go to the cafeteria to eat. So then, they 

changed, the union changed it so they would have to start feeding us because we had to 

take our own lunch. But, I liked taking my own lunch most times because there was a lot 

of things, you know, that they cooked or fixed, you know, you didn't want to eat, but hey, 

when they cut, you know, stopped us from bringing food, well then, we had to eat, you 

know, what they prepared for us or we just had to eat when we got home. 

Which did you like..? 

We could take, you know, you could take your lunch but you had to go to the cafeteria to 

eat. 
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I see. Which did you like better, the private ownership? 

I liked the private owner much better than I do the corporation. Much better. I mean, the 

atmosphere from the guests was much better when it was owned by private owners, but I 

guess, I think, when this cooperation came in, because this one particular lady that used to 

come on my station and she would stay like six weeks and this lady would tell me, now, 

she was dropping like $3,000. to $5,000. a night gambling and she could live in whatever 

room she wanted to and they, you know, they recognized her, but when it was changed 

over to this cooperation, she came to, she did come to my station, but she wasn't in the 

room that she had been getting all the time and what she told me that they told her she'd 

accept it or not. So then, she stopped coming to the Desert Inn. She told me she could go 

some place else and get the same service. So, she started going to Caesar's Palace. 

So, the big corporations didn't know to treat those high-rollers. 

I guess they didn't because I know she was one. She didn't mind tipping. She would tip. 

She would be late getting up which didn't make me too much difference. That's the, you 

know, things she got, so she told me, the last time she was there, she told me she would 

never, ever come to the Desert Inn anymore because the people, she didn't like the way 

they treated her. Well, there really wasn't nothing I could do about it, you know, I was 

just kind of glad to see her. She was there in town and she happened to be out in the mall, 

at the Boulevard Mall at that time and she told me that she was living at the Sands, 1 mean 

Caesar's and she got the same service that she was getting at the Desert. Inn and she got it 

there. So, she wouldn't come there any more. I really hated that, but hey, wasn't anything 

I could do about it. Then one of the bosses, his wife, they always stay on my station and 

whenever. See, was another girl that had the station before I did, but she quit and then 

they gave me the station and I kept the station and then...[end of tape] 

She said I reminded her of her maid, she was from Florida, and she said I reminded her so 

much of her maid and she like my work. At least, I didn't have any problems with any of 
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the guests. I did have a problem with one of the supervisors that was on the floor. Her 

problem was, she didn't care for blacks too much. 

So, this was not a black supervisor? 

No, she was white. At the time, from what I could gather, when I first went out on the 

strip at that time, in the 1950s, they had mostly all white supervisors. When I went there, 

they had one, one black supervisor and the rest was white and then they had all black 

maids. They had all black porters, but when they changed the system, they would have 

five days of work, five days a week to work, then they had to equal us up. They had to 

have white and black in each section. Like supervisors, porters, maids, etc. They had to 

have those. They had to change it. 

Now, you just said that when you first started, most of the supervisors 

were white. How did they get to be supervisors without first being maids? 

Your guess is as good as mine. I don't know. Because I know that there was one that was 

at the hotel with me, we had to show her what she was supposed to do and, you know, 

after she got in the swing, well, what happened, she made the statement, she came from 

another hotel as a maid. But, at this particular hotel, Desert Inn, she said the housekeeper 

told her that they didn't hire white maids, they hired white supervisors. Because there was 

some of us there was qualified to be supervisors, but they didn't move us up. So, I was 

one of the first ones that asked the question of being a supervisor. She told me that, you 

know how your people are, they don't like to take orders from the black. So, I replied to 

her, all I wanted her to do was give me the chance and if she try me and she didn't like my 

work then I was willing to go back as a maid. So, she didn't want to try me and at that 

time Sarah Hughes was one of the stewards at that time [Culinary Union Local 226]. She 

was coming around to the different hotels and I talked to her and she told me that she 

would try to find me another spot and she did. She came back and she told me that she had 

been, I think, it was the Flamingo. That she, that they had an opening there for 

supervisors. So, she came back to the hotel and had asked my housekeeper, at least told 
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her that she would like to transfer me from there to the Flamingo and she told her no, 

because I was one of the good maids and she didn't want to get rid of me. So, she told 

her, well, I have a position for her as a supervisor. So, that's when the housekeeper 

decided she would start training me as a supervisor. The lady that was over me, she was 

assistant housekeeper, she would come around, you know, and she'd just try to find little 

things. She couldn't find nothing real big, you know, on me, so, she would leave little 

notes in my locker saying I found thus and so. You missed this and you missed the other, 

so, you know, I just laughed at her and went on. But, I did approach her one day and I 

told her, I'd appreciate it if you'd talk to me person to person because I'm a woman just 

like you and by you leaving me little notes that doesn't mean anything to me. I need to hear 

it, so, then she said, well, no, you did good work, but I was just, you know, she would 

plant little things. She did admit to me that she would plant things to see if I would see it 

and I told her that after I check a room that I don't have to double check it unless the guest 

checks in it and I have to go back and check to see if the guest did anything. So, I would 

be able to have the girl to go back and do what she had to do, but she would plant little 

things to see. 

Just to see how efficient you were? 

Yes. But, when she went in, when she'd go check a room, I said you didn't find that in 

there. That wasn't there when you checked it. It wasn't there when I checked it. Where 

did it come from? So, she did admit it, that she had been planting things to see and then 

she did tell me, she said I was a good supervisor. But, I guess, a lot of them, they do try 

you to see, you know, what kind of work you can do. I run into quite a bit of problems 

because some of them didn't want to see me as being a supervisor. The housekeeper 

herself told me, we would go, well, the girls that worked in the linen room, say, they 

would go to lunch at 11:00 a. m. So, they would go from 11:00 to 11:30. The linen room 

help and the porters, they would go at that time. The supervisors would go at 11:00 a. m. 

Well, by me being the only black supervisor at that time, the housekeeper asked me if I 
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would like to go to lunch with the linen room help at 11:00 a. m. since I was the only black 

and I wouldn't want to go alone with the other supervisor. And, I replied to her, I'm a 

women just like they are. Color doesn't mean anything to me. I can work with anybody. 

The supervisors go at 11:30 and I will be going at 11:30. So, she told me, she said, well, I 

just thought you'd be more, I said, no, I'm a supervisor. Why should I go back to the 

floor to be working when I'm supposed to be with the supervisors eating. So, then she left 

me alone and they did have spaces in the lunch room. The blacks would be sitting like in 

the back and the whites was in front. That happened, but Sarah Hughes broke that up. 

She came and told us, she wanted us to sit in anywhere in the cafeteria that we wanted to 

sit. They didn't have no space for black and white. 

When was this that they had it divided like that? 

Well, this really happened when they first started serving us lunch in the cafeteria, They 

started that, but it didn't last long because Sarah was, I tell you, she was a black woman 

was on the ball and when she walked through that dining room and saw some of us, you 

know, was sitting in the back and just a very few, kind of like, so when I started going to 

lunch with them, see, some of the whites, they would sit like kind of up to the front and we 

could be the first ones, you know, to go out when lunch time was over with. So, it was 

one, at least it was two of them, that we worked on the same floor together and I told them, 

I said if I'm late, if I don't leave the floor when you leave it, you all better leave me a seat 

and I want to sit between you sisters. I said, now, if you don't think you can keep a space, 

I said, I'm going to give you holy hell when I eat in the lunch room. So, they would 

always save me a seat or before they left the floor, they would always, we had something 

like a little beeper that we could call to the different floors or either they'd call me on the 

phone and tell me to come on, they was getting ready to go to lunch. So, I mean, when I 

did that, everything fell in place. I just wanted to let them know that color didn't make any 

difference with me because I was used to working with white people before I came out 

here. 
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I love your attitude. 

See, so, I mean, hey, I just had to tell them like it was. You know, if you don't like my 

work then tell me so I can correct my mistake, but, now, if there's nothing wrong with my 

work then, hey, don't bother me because I would give them seven hours, eight hours, 

whatever they was supposed to have, then they could look for that from me and I never had 

no problem with having to go back because I didn't do this or I forgot that. I might be 

down the hall doing another room and had done a room as a check-out and it might come to 

me, say, well, you forgot to put a washcloth or you forgot to put a book of matches or 

whatever. But, it would come to me that I didn't put it in that room and I would make it 

my business to go back and put it in there. The supervisor never had to go, come to my 

cart and say, well, you missed the towel, so, I 'm putting this towel in. Or, you missed the 

book of matches, I had to do this. I didn't have that because I just never liked that. 

Nobody had to go behind me and have to do this and do the other. You tell me if my work 

is not sufficient for you, you tell me and I'll go back and correct my own mistakes. You 

don't have to correct it for me. So, I got along with the supervisor while I was a maid and 

after I became a supervisor. I had problem with some of the girls, but I let them know, I 

said, now you're here to do a job and I'm here to see that you do the job. Now, you don't 

have to like me, but just do what I ask you to do and we can get along fine. I had to put 

quite a few of them in their place because I was on the floor as a maid with some of them 

and they didn't like the idea of me moving up and they didn't get a chance to move up. So, 

I said, hey, you have to do what you have to do. 

Did they see your advancement then as an opportunity for them? 

We did. They start, we started, you know, asking questions then. But, as far as them 

wanting to move you up themselves, no. 

Now, at this time Sarah Hughes is doing a lot. Were you attending union 

meetings or did a lot of the black women who worked there at the Desert 

Inn attend union meetings? 
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Well, some of them did. I would attend some of the meetings, not all of them, but I did. I 

started going to some of them because, you know, you would hear different things from 

certain people, but if you were there, you would find out for yourself what was what. 

They would always say, whatever go on in the meeting, it stays here, but it didn't because 

a lot of time, some of them could say different things about hotels. When you get back the 

next day, everybody told you. They know what had happened in the union meeting. So, 

that was one thing that they couldn't get them to see eye to eye like that. I don't know if 

some of the people at the hotels, you know, somebody sitting in to bring them information 

or what. But, anyway, you know, whatever you said, some of the things, would get back 

to the hotel before you got back the next day. But, other than that, why, it was fun 

working there. I used to work at the race track. 

Where? 

They had a race track here. You know where the convention center is? 

Yes. 

Before they made it a convention center, they used to have a race track, horse racing. 

Live horses? 

Yes. I worked in the cafeteria at the race track. 

I didn't, nobody has ever told me that. 

Yes. I worked there for about three months. A1 Bramlet, at the time, he was a union agent 

and we had to join the union. He came over there. They had it. We had a race track here. 

Well, it didn't last too long. I don't think, I guess about six, seven, eight months, 

something like that. 

Why did they have to get rid of it? 

Well, I think it was too much competition with the gambling and it wasn't like, you know, 

horse racing and stuff that they would, you know, bet on. I don't think that was, at that 

time, that wasn't too plentiful. So, I think they just rooted that out right quick before it 

really got in here. But, yeah, I worked at the race track here for about three months. 
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Was the race track part of the Desert Inn? 

No, It was, you know, you had to be in a union. So, union members, you know, could 

work in this place and they would get the same pay as the union attendants in the different 

hotels. No, I was, I think I had left and gone home and when I came back, they didn't 

have an opening at the hotel, so, I just went on to the race track. I worked there until they 

got an opening at the Desert Inn, then I went back to the Desert Inn. 

Well, that's exciting. Now, are the jobs, one thing that I liked about early 

Las Vegas and what I've heard you say, the jobs seemed so plentiful. 

At that time, yes. 

Is it like that today? 

Well, I don't know. I really can't say because I understand now there's a lot of things that 

you have to go through to get the jobs. You have to put in your application, well, you have 

to fill out your application, you have to go through a drug test and all this kind of stuff. 

Well, I never did have to go through all of that. I didn't drink, I don't gamble and I wasn't 

smoking, so, I really didn't have anything, no more than just, you had to go and be 

fingerprinted because you had to have a Sheriffs card. Other than that, why, it wasn't like 

it is now, but you have to go through all these procedures now to be able to get a job. 

Well, I guess because there is so much, you know, drugs and stuff that they have to be 

kind of careful of who they hire. 1 just don't really think I could work at a hotel now. 

I think it is so different now. The last thing I want to ask you about is the 

kind of entertainment for adults here in Las Vegas as you were, as you 

lived here. Did you and your husband, what kind of things, when he 

wasn't in the church, what kind of things did you do for entertainment? 

Well, there wasn't too much entertainment, no more then just here on the Westside. At that 

time, they had the Cotton Club, they had the Brown Derby, they had the El Morocco and, I 

think, the El Rio, I'm not sure. But, that was before we could start going downtown and I 

think what broke the ice then was Martin Luther King and then you could start going 
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downtown. Now, you could go downtown, like to shop. They did have dress stores 

down there at that time because they had the Ronzone's, they had Johnson's, they had 

banks, different places like that you could go and do your shopping and I think the only 

place that you could go and really sit down and eat a meal was Woolworth. It was like at a 

counter, but as far as, you know, going into any of the clubs, sitting down, eating, no, we 

didn't. So, I think that really, for to really start going, you know, on the strip, downtown, 

was when Martin Luther King. 

O.K., so, now, what about going into a restaurant? Not a hotel, but what 

about a restaurant, let's say, downtown someplace, just a private restaurant 

to go in and have a meal? 

No. 

O.K., so, it was just like being — 

It was just like some of the hotels that you know you couldn't go downtown to a 

restaurant, so, you didn't bother about going. 

So, it was just like the South? 

Yes. When we really start going down there was when they gave us the opportunity to go. 

So, then, when they did that, they cut out the clubs and things over here. It really d id 

Now, did you actually see that once in the 1960s when we start getting 

rights to start to go into places and restaurants? 

Well, some of the hotels, I mean, some of the clubs, they had to close down because it 

wasn't, you know, because we wasn't going there enough to even keep the business. 

So, they actually had to start closing about that same time? 

There, too, because some of the peoples, they had the freedom of going downtown. Hey, 

they rather go down there where they can do some of their gambling. I mean, it was really 

good timing when we were going to -- I really enjoyed it, you know, going to the Cotton 

Club and then when they would have dances here, I would always go to a lot of the 

dancing things that they have here. That was an outing. But, my husband wasn't the type 
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of person that likes to go to these things, you know, dances and stuff like before we got 

married. And, then after we got married it was just certain places that he just really, he 

didn't like the idea of me going to no clubs. So, I just stopped going to clubs. I would go 

to church and sometimes he would have something to say about that. So, I'd say, well, 

I'm a Christian and you're not, so now, I'll stop going to clubs, but I refuse to stop going 

to church. So, I went to church. 

Good. Now, did he do things like fishing or anything like that? 

Well, when he first came out here, he didn't like the idea of going hunting and fishing. So, 

there was a white guy that he got acquainted with, working at the base with him. They 

was, well, Brown was in the Air Force at that time and my husband was just working 

because he was in the army, but he worked at the Air Force and this guy got him interested 

in going hunting. When he started going hunting, oh, he really looked forward to it. He 

just really enjoyed it. See, he didn't know, you know, it was so much fun. So, he got a 

kick out of going hunting. 

So, where around here did they go hunting? 

No, they wouldn't go around here. They would go, I think it was up around Utah, 

somewhere, 'cause he would have to go and they would be gone like two or three days. 

But, he enjoyed it. He got a chance to, he killed a deer a couple of times. 

Did you actually, he'd bring it back and you would actually have it, food 

for the family? 

Yes. We shared it or he'd take it up to Moe's Ranch up here and he'd have him to process 

it and they would do all the wrapping and whatever way we wanted it and all we had to do 

when he got through with it was go pick it up. But, he enjoyed, he liked that. Well, he 

had, I had the fishing equipment now that he had and he had gotten all of that stuff 

together, but he never went fishing. But, he did go hunting. Now, he had a friend of his 

that liked to fish. Hicks, I think, fishes now. He's here. He's from Tallulah and he goes 
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fishing, but my husband, he never got a chance. He would always say he was going 

fishing, but he never got a chance to go fishing. 

O.K., Alma, I really appreciate this so much. Is there anything else that 

you can think of since I was here the last time because I want to add this to 

the history of Las Vegas, especially the history of the black Westside. Can 

you think of anything else maybe that you would like to include? 

No, not at this time I don't. 

O.K., well, thank you so much. 

Now, Alma, as soon as I turned the tape o f f , you told me something else 

very interesting. I said something about the differences in the mob or the 

private owners and the corporations, would you give me that example that 

you just gave to me? 

Well, they would give you a bonus. It all depends on how long you had worked there. 

Some of us who had worked there about two or three weeks, they would give us between 

$25 and $50 bonus and some of them that had been there longer, they got more. 

Is this at Christmas time? 

Yes. Now, they didn't give us a party, we didn't have a party. The hotel didn't give us a 

party, but they would give us a bonus and I'd rather had a bonus than have that. So, then 

afterwards, they stopped giving us the bonus and then they would give us, you know, like 

a certificate to get a ham or turkey or something like that. But, I preferred the bonus, 

much, much better. I mean, you could use the money. 

How large did you bonuses get? 

Mine, I got as much as $150,1 think, while I was there. I'm telling you, I'd had enough I 

could get my kids all their toys, which they would have a party now for the children, but 

not the employees. The hotel would give a party, they would give a Christmas party for 

the children. 
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So, the employees could bring their children to the hotel? 

You would take them to the hotel, they had a, the kids had a show and they had a 

luncheon. They would, they had a Santa Claus would give each child twenty-five cents. 

They would give them five nickels wrapped in a little container and then they had a 

stocking and that stocking was huge. That stocking was better than two or three feet long 

and that stocking was full of toys. It was really enjoyable, but when they stopped giving 

the bonuses and starting giving us this little certificate to get like turkey or ham, they would 

give a party for the children, but it wasn't as lively as it was when my, the older kids went. 

They had socks, you know, a stocking that they would put their toys in, but the kids now, 

they would basically give them stuff. Like if they were five or six years old they would 

probably give them a toy and they didn't even wrap it. But, you see, when it was slow, 

when my older kids went, they would have us down in the basement wrapping toys for the 

children. The supervisors could go down there and wrap toys and, you know, they 

enjoyed themselves because it was wrapped. They didn't know what they was getting or 

whatever and they had little toys and things in the stockings, but they didn't know what 

they was getting and it was enjoyable for them to come and open it because they had a little 

of everything in them. But, later on, they start, you know, each child was walking, so, 

they probably get a doll or a truck and it wasn't even wrapped. It was just like they got it 

out of the store, whatever, that's the way they would pass it out. Which they would have a 

little luncheon for them, they would have a show, you know, cartoon show or something 

and that's what they would have. But, other than that, it was beautiful when I first started 

with them. 

Oh, I like that story. Now, do you stay in touch now with people you used 

to work with at the Desert Inn or do you still have friends that work there? 

Well, I did, but a lot of them, they've left. When they had this big layoff, all the 

supervisors, they laid them off. 
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When was this? 

Oh, boy. That's been, I guess, seven or eight months, over a year ago because they cut 

out all the supervisors. They're remodeling the hotel now. So, I saw one of the girls over 

to Von's a couple of weeks ago and said that they had laid her off. I think that she was one 

of the last, I think there is one more there now. Other than that, she's a supervisor, other 

than that, the rest of them, they're gone. They laid them off and I had one, I have a friend, 

she's working at the school district now and another girlfriend of mine, she retired. She 

retired last year, year before last. 

Were they laying them off because of their age? 

No. What they was doing and what they was trying to do and what they were doing was 

eliminating all the supervisors. 

Who's going to work in their place? 

Well, they don't have a supervisor. 

So, what do they do now for a supervisor? 

They don't have them. They just cut it out completely, the supervisors. I think they have 

something like they call them now, assistant housekeepers and they don't have too many of 

them. So, really the girls in some places, I think, they are just on their own. So, whatever 

they do, you know, they have to accept it that way because it's impossible for one 

supervisor to cover the whole hotel with the amount of rooms that they have to do. When I 

was doing maid work, the highest amount of rooms that we was doing was like thirteen, 

but now, they running from fifteen to sixteen rooms a day. Some places, there is 

seventeen, yeah, fifteen, sixteen rooms per day. They are, a lot of the rooms is much 

bigger and fancier than what they were when I was doing maid work. 

Do you think that's too much work for one person? 

I think so. The way they want them done, I'll put it that way because if you want a person 

to do a good job, they have to have more, it would take them at least 45 minutes to an hour 

to do a room right, comparison to the way the rooms is. Now, we had some suites and 
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penthouses, they called them, and when the girl in one of the building, when she do a 

penthouse, that's compared to five rooms. See, because she got like three bedrooms, she 

got about three baths, she have a kitchenette and all that, you know, in that, so, about five 

rooms, considered about five rooms when she's finished with it. But, it all depends on 

what the name of the suite or whatever she's doing because at lot of them, they are 

different. Some of them are bigger than others. Just the regular rooms, they've changed 

it. They used to have like the hide-a-bed when I was doing maid work, but now they have 

double beds in rooms, plus some of them, they have double beds, some they have the 

double queen and some they have the king size bed. But, you have a little more in the 

room to do because they're making them much fancier now than they did at that time. You 

did them with a lot of, I had rooms that I had glass that went from wall to wall and from 

floor to ceiling. You got a great big tub that you got to get in to try to do. It takes a while 

to do that and then they took the vacuuming from the porters and give it to the maids. See, 

and they haven't used, when you have to do fifteen or sixteen rooms, you got to vacuum 

all of them, well, that's a hell of a job. The only time that the porter vacuums is like if you 

have a checkout and the room have to be pulled. What they call pulling is they pull the bed 

out and vacuum under the bed and pull all the furniture, but now they'll stop that because, a 

lot of them, they're putting the beds on a foundation now that the bed is standard that you 

don't have to move the bed, see. Some of the furniture is too heavy for one person to 

move anyway. So, they've cut out a lot of that. 

Now, when you were a maid, which has been years ago now, a long time 

ago, the porters did all of the vacuuming? 

The porters did all of the vacuuming. You had a little carpet sweeper like and if the people 

were staying there a couple of days or so, you could run the carpet sweeper and pick up 

dirt. Now, when they checked out, then he would have to come in and revacuum it. But, 

now the maids does her own vacuuming. The thing that the porter does now is pick up the 

linen and the trash and he have, well, when I was there, the porter would do, he had to pull 
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like five rooms. He pulled those five rooms, that's all he had to do except picking up his 

linen and trash because it used to be, the porters had to load the carts, when I was doing 

maid work. They don't do that any more. The maid had to load her own cart and she put it 

on her station, take it to her station. 

So, at the end of the day — ? 

She has to bring her cart, now the porter put them up that evening, but she load her own 

cart before she leave the locker and then she takes it to her station. But, before, when I 

was doing maid work, the porter came on your station and he would load your cart. See, 

you could take your cart to your station and when he would pick up the linen, he would 

come around and he'd put so much linen on each cart until he got each girl loaded and then 

he would keep it loaded until she finished that evening. 

O.K., because linen can be very heavy. 

Yeah, but it's different now. The girls have to load their own carts. When they run out of 

linen, they have to go back to the linen room, to their locker and load their own cart and 

then go back. See, and they still got fifteen, sixteen room and that's quite a bit when you 

got to stock. You might even did about ten rooms or five or six rooms, you got to go back 

and load your cart and then get started again. It takes time to do that and then they have 

about 45 minutes for lunch. 

How did they do all of that in eight hours? 

Well, they do it, you know, it all depends on the situation of how the rooms are and how 

many checkouts you have. Some time you have to leave some of those rooms for the night 

crew. They just couldn't do all of them. Some of those people leave those rooms in a hell 

of a fix. Some of them, you'd almost hate to go in them. I know I would. I'd rather do a 

makeup first before I get started on a checkout. Seems like to me, if I do a makeup, then I 

could kind of, you know, go on and do what I had to do, but if I had to do a makeup first, 

seems like to me, it would take me forever. 
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It would put you behind. 

Yeah, and you could run into some because sometime you have rooms that they have to put 

roll-away beds in. So, see, you'd have to roll that, make up that roll-away bed and fold it 

and put it outside for the porter to pick it up and then you'd probably have two beds 

besides that roll-away bed in there. I would hate for the summer to come, when they come 

up with those kids, some of them, they would have, sometimes, two cots in a room. So, 

that's pretty rough, but I liked it much better when, in the 1950s and 1960s than what they 

do now because some of my girlfriend that work, she said, oh, I'm so glad I retired. She 

say, if I had to go a couple of years longer, I wouldn't be able to make it. You have too 

many people telling you what to do too many different things, see. Where if there wasn't 

anything you had to do, your supervisor told you what you had to do and that's all, but 

now you got a supervisor and then your supervisor tell you one thing, then her supervisor 

comes around and he might tell you something else different and it was just a headache to 

me. 

Alma, thank you so much. 

Oh, you're welcome, 

[end of the interview.] 
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